New Dies – November 2017

**Jumbo Sets**

100th Day (3 Dies) Bookmark, Glasses, Sign

Build a Bug (2 Die Set)  
*Great for The Grouchy Ladybug activity or counting manipulatives*

Build a Flower (2 Die Set)  
*Great for Elementary Science class*

**Super Jumbo**

Fire Fighter Hat

**Jumbo**

Holly & Berries  
*Makes a nice wreath*

TP Roll – Winter (Antlers, Hat, Beard/Candle flame, Crown, Strip for belt/scarf, Buckle)

**Large**

Jill’s Paper Doll  
(5 Dies – Clothes #2 (child), Cool Kid (child), Everyday Hats #2 (adult), Sports Gear, Winter Coat (child))  
*Great for teaching life skills and for creative play*

Feather #4

**Small**

Feather

**Long Cut**

Hippopotamus #2

**Extra Long Cut**

Cactuses #1

Cactuses #2

Cactuses 3D